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The location of the curve on the 9 axis can be
shifted to larger angles by increasing V, and R
(thus maintaining the well-known VR ambiguity
in the optical model) and to sma, lier angles by in-
creasing V, and I q j, the energy difference between
entrance and exit channels, which is determined
experimentally and not treated as a parameter.
The effect of varying V, is much larger than that
of varying V„since V, determines two optical-
model wave functions, V, only determines one.
It was found that a large difference between V,
and V, was necessary to locate the curves proper-
ly. The values quoted are not unique.

The over-all width is determined almost exclu-
sively by R~. Increasing R~ decreases the over-
all width and increases the magnitude of the cross
section at the center of the curve. It is found that
when the best value of R ~ is used in each state,
the relative magnitudes are automatically fitted
well.

The effects of increasing W„S'„and a are
small. Increasing W, and W, decreases the mag-
nitude of both curves slightly. In fitting the P-
state curve, V, and V, have opposite effects on
the ratio of peak heights. Increasing V, increases
the ratio. Increasing both V, and V, reduces the
depth of the minimum by a very small amount.

The physical conclusions which we tentatively
draw from this calculation are rather significant.
For finite potentials there cannot be significant
differences between single-particle wave functions
whose principal quantum number, angular momen-
tum, binding energy, and rms radius are given.
Hence it seems that a distorted-wave analysis of
(P, 2P) experiments determines the single-particle

wave functions very well.
The rms radius of the charge distribution in C"

given by our empirical values of R& is 2. 5 F. The
experimental value obtained from electron scat-
tering is 2. 4 F. The rms radius for s-state pro-
tons is 1.7 F, which is the experimental value
for the a particle. Whether this is true for s
states in other light nuclei is, at present, being
investigated by a systematic study of the available
data. Finer points concerning curve fitting are
also being investigated.
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We present here an analysis of leptonic decays
based on the unitary symmetry for strong inter-
actions, in the version known as "eightfold way, "
and the V-A theory for weak interactions. '&3 Our
basic assumptions on J&, the weak current of
strong interacting particles, are as follows. '

(1) 2 transforms according to the eightfold
representation of SU~. This means that we neg-
lect currents with bS =-AQ, or LE=3/2, which
should belong to other representations. This
limits the scope of the analysis, and we are not

able to treat the complex of K' leptonic decays,
or Z+-n+e + v in which AS= -AQ currents play
a role. For the other processes we make the
hypothesis that the main contributions come from
that part of J& which is in the eightfold represen-
tation.

(2) The vector part of J& is in the same octet as
the electromagnetic current. The vector contri-
bution can then be deduced from the electromag-
netic properties of strong interacting particles.
For AS=0, this assumption is equivalent to vector-
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current conservation.
Together with the octet of vector currents, j

we assume an octet of axial currents, g . In

each of these octets we have a current with b,S
=0, A@=1, j '0', and g '0', and a current with

AS=A@=1, j ~', and g "'. Their isospin selec-
tion rules are, respectively, M=1 and M=1/2.

From our first assumption we then get

J =a(j '0'+g 'o') + b(j u'+g

A restriction a = b = 1 would not ensure univer-
sality in the usual sense (equal coupling for all
currents), because if 8& [as given in Eq. (1)]
is coupled, we can build a current, b(j &@'+g @')

-a(j&u'+g&u'), which is not coupled. We want,
however, to keep a weaker form of universality,
by requiring the following:

(3) 2 has "unit length, " i.e. , a~+ 5' = l.
%e then rewrite J& as~

= cosH( j 0'+g 'o')+ sin8( j u'+g u'), (2)

For an independent determination of 8, let us con-
sider K+- v'+e++ v. The matrix element for
this process can be connected to that for v+- no

+e++ v, known from the conserved vector-cur-
rent hypothesis (2nd assumption). From the rate
for K —v'+e++ v, we get

8 =0.26. (5)

The two determinations coincide within experi-
mental errors; in the following we use 6I = 0.26.

We go now to the leptonic decays of the baryons,
of the type A -B+e+v. The matrix element of
any member of an octet of currents a.mong two
baryon states (also members of octets) can be
expressed in terms of two reduced matrix ele-
ments'

(A [j +g [B)=if .0 +d E(i) (i)
aa& ~ was (6)

where tan8 = b/a. Since J, as well as the baryons
and the pseudoscalar mesons, belongs to the oc-
tet representation of SU3, we have relations (in
which 8 enters as a parameter) between process-
es with bS=0 and processes with AS =1.

To determine 0, let us compare the rates for
K )Lf, +v and & p. +v', we find+

1 (K+- pv)/I (w+- gv)

=tan'8M (1-M '/M ) /M (1-M /M )' (3)K p. K

From the experimental data, we then gets~6

8 =0.257.

the f 's and d's are coefficients defined in Gell-
Mann's paper. '~' It is sufficient to consider only
allowed contributions and write

O, E O, E
p, 5

From the connection with the electromagnetic
current we get the vector coefficients: I' =1,
F+ =0; from neutron decay we get

H +H =1 25.0 E
(6)

%e remain with one parameter which can be de-
termined from the rate for Z -A+e +v. The
relevant matrix element for this is

cos8(Z Ij "'+g "'IA&

=cos8(')" E =( ) cos8H y y . (9)
p, 5

Taking the branching ratio for this mode to be
0.9&10 4,' we get

H =~0.95. (10)

Table I. Predictions for the leptonic decays of hy-
pe rons.

Decay

Branching ratio
From Present

reference 2 work
Type of

interaction

A —P+e +v
n+e +v
A+e +v
Z+e +v

—Z++e + v

1.4 k
5. 1
1.4 %
0.14%
0.28%

0. 75 x10 3

1.9 x10 3

0.35 x10
0.07 x10 3

0.26 x10 3

V-0. 72A
V+ 0.65A
V+ 0.02A
V-1.25A
V- 1.25 A

The negative solution can be discarded because
it produces a large branching ratio for Z -n
+e +v, of the order of 1%. The positive solu-
tion (H =0.95, H =0. 30) is good, because it
produces a cancellation of the axial contribution
to this process. This explains the experimental
result that this mode is more depressed than the
A —p+e + v in respect to the predictions of
Feynman and Gell-Mann. ' In Table I we give a
summary of our predictions for the electron
modes with hS =1. The branching ratios for
A-p+e +v and Z -n+e +v are in good agree-
ment with experimental data.

As a final remark, the vector-coupling constant
for P decay is not G, but Gcos8. This gives a
correction of 6.6% to the ft value of Fermi tran-
sitions, in the right direction to eliminate the
discrepancy between 0'~ and muon lifetimes.
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The correction is, however, too large, leaving
about 2@ to be explained. "

~M. Gell-Mann, California Institute of Technology
Report CTSL-20, 1961 (unpublished); Y. Ne'eman,
Nucl. Phys. 26, 222 (1961).

2R. P, Feynman and M. Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev.
109, 193 (1958).

3R. Z. Marshak and E. C. G. Sudarshan, Proceed-
ings of the Padua-Venice Conference on Mesons and
Recently Discovered Particles, September, 1957
(Societh Italiana di Fisica, Padua-Venice, 1958);
Phys. Rev. 109, 1860 (1958).

4Similar considerations are forwarded in M. Gell-
Mann and M. Levy, Nuovo Cimento 16, 705 (1958).

SThe lifetimes from W. H. Barkas and A. H. Rosen-
feld, Proceedings of the Tenth Annual International
Rochester Conference on High-Energy Physics, 1960
(Interscience Publishers, Inc. , New York, 1960), p.
878. The branching ratio for K+ —p,++ v is taken as
57.4%. W. Becker, M. Goldberg, E. Hart, J. Leit-
ner, and S. Lichtman (to be published).

~B. P. Roe, D. Sinclair, J. L. Brown, D. A. Glaser,
J. A. Kadyk, and G. H. Trilling, Phys. Rev. Letters
7, 346 (1961). These authors give the branching ratio
for K —p++ v as 64VG, from which 0=0.269. Also this
value agrees with that from E+—m +e + v within ex-
perimental errors.

~N. Cabibbo and R. Gatto, Nuovo Cimento 21, 872
(1961). Our notation for the currents is different from
the one used in this reference and by Gell-Mann; the
connection is j =j +ij j =j +ij

W. Willis et al. reported at the Washington meeting
of the American Physical Society, 1963 [W. Willis et
al. , Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 8, 349 (1963] this branch-
ing ratio as (0.9 0'4) x10 . If it is allowed to vary be-
tween these limits, our predictions for the Z -ne v

varies between 0.8 X10 3 and 4 X10 3, and that for A
-Pe v between 1.05&&10 and 0.56X10 3. I am grate-
ful to the members of this group for prepublication
communication of their results.

SR. P. Ely, G. Gidal, L. Oswald, W. Singleton,
W. M. Powell, F. W. Bullock, G. E. Kalmus,
C. Henderson, and R. F. Stannard fProceedings of
the International Conference on High-Energy Nuclear
Physics, Geneva, 1962 (CERN Scientific Information
Service, Geneva, Switzerland, 1962), p. 445] give
the branching ratio for A —p + e + v as {0.85 +0.3)
&10, while that for Z —n+e + v is given (see pre-
ceding reference) as (1.9+0.9) X10

R. P. Feynman, Proceedings of the Tenth Annual
International Rochester Conference on High-Energy
Physics, 1960 (Interscience Publishers, Inc. , New
York, 1960), p. 501. Recent measurements of the
muon lifetime have slightly increased the discrepancy.
We think that more information will be needed to de-
cide whether our 3rd assumption can be maintained.
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This note reports some preliminary results on
~ —& scattering, near the 770-MeV p and 1250-
MeV f' resonances. The experiment is the one
reported earlier', with more data measured (now
about I5% of the two-prong events), we have ex-
amined the data to see to what extent they seem
analyzable in terms of v —v scattering. We give
a brief summary of the results, and then a few
details. A more detailed report will be available
later.

(I) There is evidence of a major contribution
from the one-pion-exchange mechanism ("pe-
ripheral collision" ), for low nucleon recoil mo-
mentum. We take the region of 6 «hmin2+10
to be interpretable in terms of v —~ scattering.
(LP is the square of the four-momentum transfer
to the nucleon, in units of the pion mass squared;
h, m;n is the lower kinematic limit, which is a
function of the ~ —~ "mass" and the incident en-
ergy )

(2) We then consider these "peripheral" (i. e. ,
peripheral-collision) events to be representative
of the angular distribution of ~ —v scattering. Two
obvious points of caution must be mentioned here:
(a) Interference effects arise from nucleon isobar
production, and (b) the effective v —v scattering
is off the energy shell. From detailed examina-
tion of the data, we be1.ieve neither of these ef-
fects is so severe as to grossly affect the further
conclusions below. A third possible complicat-
ing effect is interference from two-pion decay of
the ~, into v+~; the possible magnitude of this
effect is at present difficult for us to estimate.

(2) The spin of the f' is greater than zero, as
reported earlier by Veillet et al. ' We believe
it is difficult to draw any conclusion from these
data as to whether the spin is 2 or greater than
2. (Isospin arguments, and the data directly,
exclude spin l. )

(4) The v - wo scattering in the p region is con-


